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1. The participants at the Seminar on Objectives and Needs in
and Planning fqrJJr>an Development.in. Afrioa which took place from 20 September

to i;;9c^p^rJl^7.6.;aV Villa .Bors^':;1;^^ of the' Seraina'r;'Centre' ^ -
for Economi^'an^^Sppial Deyeiopment;;of _the German'"Foundatiori for International '■ ■
Development, 'adopted'the followihg"1 conclusions "and recommendations: \ + >r..?

■•" '■>">''•*'••'•-ih "" ■ ■ ' ■■ -v"- ■- part:i ■ ■- '•- ; ' ■"''; : :'' •'■
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ' .■-■-'..

...jw.fv,-. •'■ -..I -■:-:.' .■ . •..-'.. .. •■ j -■• o«v :' • ■■ .1 '. •_■■■■'.:' ■: ' ■-■.-..:', il^-:

A. ... ^Historical, perspective. • ' ». ■■ .:- r,-. ■-.:'"■■: ..r;..;.. , ■ ■ -; '■ -. ^. \. ,;-,-■ 'ri.,. • ;;

.■■::.■ ■:■- -■-: ■ v;,;\i Z :■:■• ■-. '■ i. : ' .'■'■ .- ■• ■■•■'vl^-., :or ..■.:■

Conclusions

2. a'For a long "time Africans have"'"beeh led to believe. that,/they have rib;rr-—
history or civilization of their own and that thev have to be thankful 'to'the■
colonial-.Pwex&...fpr-.the standard..they.£a,ye|...attained,. . No, reference, was made i-r
in African' e.duc'ati.onal institutions' .tS^heT.kngienf^indtgenous^empires," kingdoms;,

and city-States which have existed in many parts of Afrioa south of the Sahara -
since the dawn of history until they were destroyed or abandoned by colonial

Powers- ■-•■■■■ '■-■'-- .~---— -.

3. The primary Objective of-research into' the history of .civilization ...*:-": ty 1
throughout'kfTicar- should "ber't 6 provide' knowledge ^-about- the ■ mode: of ..liyingjpf ;iv
Africa's ancestors and the ways in which they solved -their: problems,..so..that.v.-
similar solutions could be brought to such problems whenever they occur at
present ."^ Such splutions^ would before -appropria-te ;than modem: imported ,: ■. ^j
technology, which ris indiscfiminately'appl'ied. "- '.'>:■•. .■-.■'•. ■ ■ ,-:v ^":<-

4. Of pa:rticular"interes* in the ancient oi-ties" i's- the use of local-building ;
materials and the spatial layout of the city, which not only'clearly reflected,,
the social organization of the time but also blended with the environment.

Recommendations

5. African planners and architects are urged to go back to their his-tory".: arid.2
analyze.'wHat had-beenldone by-their forefathers so feat, they niay develop planning
and building.*.techni<iue's more rele-vant-^o their own local situations than^ ._ ./T

indiscriminately .applied imported- technology. , ... . r, ...;-L ,■,-.-->

6. It is recommended that ECA should commission experts to gather historical-
material about the history of African civilization, with parti^laremphasis
on the design and technology of human settlements. Special attention should be
devoted to Central and East Africa, where historical materials are scarce.
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E. General policy guidelines

Conclusions .. -: . •

7. The-, two-main .prp.biems faced Tiiy;Afric:ahc obuhtries'are the population explosion
and^ the ^transformation, fromr'a, .suDsisience -to 'Tar-modern 'economy.' These'1-two factors

are mainly responsiVle^for..th6,,proDleras" of-^AirbanizatiWin develbping^ countries.'.

8. One of the basic problems of urbanization in Africa is the uneven distribution

of wealth and unbalanced.growths .. *- '■"■

9. Unlike the situation in industrialized societies, the urban centres in develop

ing countries tend to develop quickly into places of a^inrstratiorilajid'xpnsuinption/

but not production, which implies that they are parasitic.

."10. A high proportion .of the labour force of the towns in developing countries are

engaged in the. informal sector/"" '""■ ' "^ ':- !' ' ...'.■..

11..,. IJIa'W. ^ban'.'setHii^emerits. in!^'Africa 'maintain-a rural '^character, indicating a-
preference for'.aiife-styl-e-';^:ff^ notions1 of urban-planning. : .

■-■■'"•' -..- ■''-.--' 'J1. '.■■£' *..C1c1-.-Vr.-:-;.v ' ■■ .-■-■■■■■ *:'11- ' "•'- - -.<■.'
Recommendations

12. Planners. practigingi:in ■Afric.an countries;,should, adapt,urban planning, norms

valid-in-ideveloped-countries.^tq; the,.social,, cui-tural and economic conditions'

prevailing in, African.rcountries. [;«•_-.,,;■. : . -: ,. , : ,

13. The ;introduction:\qf int.erme.diate^technologies is recommended in solving the

problems of unbalanced economies and, the;concomitant problem of migration.

14.-' i'The'irif.ormal sector should be .pjrpperly directed and, wherever possible,

upgraded through-government-.iassiLstanb"e. ",_-' - ■ ..

^* Strategies for urban development

Conclusions . "

15'. The...urbanization problems need :a;change in-approach on- the part of planners; ."

Urbanization is going to occur?^whatever" steps-are- talcen to the.contrary.. - . .

Consequently, planners should plan for- urbanization rather than just planning ■.

urban development.
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X&* The,, land use conflict between.urban land and ^agricultural; .land and

inevitable :urban growth imply .that an^as'ses'sment .of, the qve>-all land-carrying. .".

capaci'ty could assist the resolution'of; this''conflict.. . . . . ,.,,-"

17. The need to integrate physical planning with socio-economic and"financial

planning implies that,.there; is -a^need.:.for co-ordination between..planners, j .; ^

economists-'jiVfinancial authorities;, "a(inii^?:'s't:i::a*ors and politicians;. , . - t

18'. The'primary objective in planning should be to improve the quality of

life of the population. This is partly achieved by aiming at creating full

employment and ensuring its equitable geographical distribution, by -.qreit'ing-..'.:': -■
housing es.tates and by improving infrastructure in both urban an?i rural areas.

Recommendations ' ..;".' : . . .'. ..'".-.■ ■: .:■••.

19. Emphasis should be laid on the co-ordination of planning efforts among^'

economic,, aooial an4 physical planners, and this could be amply promoted. .

through •'re'gidiial planning,"which defines strategies for planWed'-urbangrdwt^ .■

in each c'durit'ry. - ' - .,''. /.''*' . ' . : ; - '. ."■ - ".

20< One'.approach is to develop "a "hierarchy; of service centre's to serve

urban and "rural populations.' .' Secondly,''in order _t6'sprea'd the 'bene.fits' of- ^ ' •

development equitably, a number of selected towns Thave to be gi'ven"'-.priority- -L
in providing infrastructural facilities to stimulate commercial and industrial'

activity in these towns in order to relieve pressure on the main towns.

21. Living conditions in" rural areas" must be improved 'to curb migrati'bn from

rural to urban ar&^s. 'If /. .:j/: ^

22. ■"■' Physical 'planners should underscore; the inevitability of urban growth

by estabkilshing ;the limited carry-ing-capacity of-agricultural land. . .-; .^ . ,i.;.;

23. ■ -;:It' is ^recommended that the goal of comprehensive resource.;de.velopmentL.(■.*•.

should be adopted. ■■ ' ' ..;■.'■

24. " .::';M<Bwever, even though there, may be a-dearth of ^policies,.. policies are,

rarWiy-materialized, and it is-recommended that more attention be .-.devoted- to ,the

implementation aspect of planning.
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D. Housing policies

Conclusions * *

25. Housing policies have'not been realistically adapted to;the needs of the"
population arid have hot succeeded'in bridging the g4p .between demand and "supply1.' '" '

Slum clearance programmes have failed because they have helped to deplete the -" "' ■
existing housing stock,

26. While housing policies may be ;'conceptually'fitted into'national development"
plans, there are in' many'cases serious problems of implementation, particularly"

owing to the lack of co-ordination among the various governmental agencies involved.

Hec ommendati ons . , . . " ■

27. A successful integrated housing policy should be worked out within national

development plans talcing into account the overall urban development policy with,

government supervision and aid, particularly as regards housing for thelbWin'conie""'

groups. ,., ■ , .,..-.-■■ . : •

28. Housing co-operatives may provide a framework f.or self-help organization. -
Self-help groups should also be promoted or established under the sponsorship '„
of the employer or private informal sector organizations. The biggest employer '

in maviy African,cities being the Government, it can of-fer an. optimal framework

for self-help-groups,- - Organizations-like, trade, unions, churches, and soc'iop .

cultural ones can .also serve to promote the organization arid .training of these.,

groups. . .. . ." ." ., ; "" -

E. Application of the critical path method in town planning

Conclusions

29. Whilst the relevance-of' the method to urban'planning may be doubted, it. may

be stated that, since the method,permits specific projects -to. .be carried .out: in :

a more systematic way, it indirectly contributes to town planning by promoting and

implementing projects which are-part' of-;planning recommendations; * It also ensures

co-ordination of project implementation. ■,: . .

30. The method lends itself to both very- sophisticated and.simpler applications. .

It is therfore note'd that the-method could be simplified to suit African.conditions.
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F. -Qualifications, functions-and-training"requirements in .Africa -

Conclusions ; ., .; c . : . . - - "

31. The problems of rapid urbanization in Africa coupled with inadequate

policies, manpower, financial resources and appropriate technology find,. ..

reflection in the low standard and quality of the living conditions ~b'f-^the-

majority of-urban dwellers.: -_ ^ . . ,- : —

32. Institutional deficiencies with, regard to1public. participation coordination,
attitudes and outmoded legislation make solutions^to these problems in a'more
comprehensive and integrated-manner,.even more difficult. , ... . ,, _ .-.

33. To cope with these problems adequately, it is necessary" to "employ"'both

short-term and- l.ong.-te.rm..measures-to :e,yolve definite objectives,, strategies

and targets in housing; ;and- related infrastructure. -Such measures, as; well, ;,
as the training of professional and subprofessional cadres, should reflect

African realities in terms .of problems and needs.- . .......

Recommendations ..--... -i ■■ - . ■ • •

(a) The slum and squatter settlements problem

34. A possible solution lies, v^n',the .provision of site and service^
schemes developed through self-help'"and 'housing- co-operative1- efforts . _" '

African Governments and their experts should establish adequate standards*
concepts and administrative .organization requirements, which should be

elaborated along the following lines: . '.,..' .;' ' ' ,„'!'

(i) space and design standards should be evolved, which -rfiia;,cater .-

for the needs and economic capability of the target population,

(ii): an appropriate, management machinery. should W:estabiished;'to •
- .. - popularize- the^s^hjsme.^...and ensure their proper implementation '■■'; "^

:■ ■- ■•..:■ . within the ■ target time, \ --...' - ,;: "

(iii1)- the public sector should take ohargo- of the major portion of the

provision of infrastructure*. ' ' '■■ ■

(b) Low-coit housing

35. In view of the great demand for low-cost housing -ind the inability to

pay of the low-income majority of the urban population, African

Governments and their experts should establish:

(i) A comprehensive and integrated housing policy including

specific targets for meeting housing demands,
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(ii) the machinery to mobilize .resources for housing, such

as the setting up of housing banks or other .nortgage

facilities wijh.-j.p.ecific. and^favourable pending regulations, and .

(iii) research into and the promotion of local building materials; .^.- - V-'.■

and appropriate settlement technology.

(c) Training Needs '" * ''.."*' ' ; ■-■-■■'■■■

36. African Governments should carry out a survey of-manpower and institutions:

in,the field of.urban development and should evaluate their adequacy and

effectiveness and formulate' policies to meet-the needs-identified. -• : - ■ • "■■

37. African Governments' should give high- priority' to- the' training of >■. •

technologists in the field of urban development.

38. "African Governments should" promote adequate workings conditions . so as; -:-: ■ ■

both to retain'existing staff ahd"to encourage others to join:; - ■

39. African Governments should'encourage, in1 their respective countries, .the ■...

creation of professional associations, as such associations can play an

effective role in devising appropriate training programmes and disseminating.. ._ 1

information.

40. African countries snquld promote visits by their planners to other

African .countries so as to' allow an exchange of-experiences among these

countries. .;.'-. . . .

41. The United Nations and :£CA should 'help the 'African- countries '.in the

promotion and provision of facilities for the training of personnel.in the

field of urban development.

42. ECA should formulate a questionnaire rejecting information from African
countries about manpower availability and utilization and existing training

facilities as a basis for assessing needs and formul-aiing training proposals.
As an immediate follow-up, ECA should convene a worKing party of educationalists
and professionals in the field to ;assess. the situation and recommend,specific

training programmes to meet the identified needs.
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43. ECA- should investigate the, s.ett.ing up ofa regional institute or
subregional institutes in applied-research and 'training in human settlement. ,

technologies, the curricula of which can be formulated" in the light.ot .
recommendations made by the working party suggested in paragraph 42 above.- .

44. ECA should, in the-long term,'encourage the dissemination of: information.:.

about experiences in urban development in Africa by helping in the -creation . -.
of a pan-African association of .planners and by publishing a'professional .- :
iournal. In the short terra, however, African planners should continuously
provide ■-.information .so as-to enable the ■ ECA to publish a- biannual human

settlements- newsletter for, Africa. ' ...... . " " "'- c

4<S. The expertise required in the promotion of urban -development- covering,. . ,
various fields such as economics, sociology, geography, architecture, ^veying
and engineering, the specialists in these fields should be trained in teamwork
and SSat the post-graduate level, in urban planning and:devel,opment,.

46.* African universities should be en>oura8ed to". p%ot^he above-men*ioned^.:.-
post-graduate courses/as well as. professional coursW at the graduate level. ;, .
and.subprofes^-ional courses at the intermediate level. - • ■ • •• ■ :■

4ft '■■ Training courses should.promote the ■integration of regional,. rural

and urban aspects' of planning... . . _ ' " !'.. :" .■.''' ^

48o; Training programmes should also focus on the management and implementation

aspects of planning. .■•■... . . ^

G. nv^ntp-riRtios and adequacy of existing government maohine-ry and
gg^n ...o-W^^bTems oonnftntfld vith the orderly expansl^,
of cities and- towns _

Conclusions . . ■■.-.-

y African countries have set up a multitude of committees and-'
SS a« responsible ftr initiating.and ^^^^G]^

among the relevant agencies.

plans iave to be taicen at a very high level.
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■51 The legal framework which the African ^countries haw inherited_from
tteir colonial -past is inadequate to cope with the problems of rapid,

urban development in Africa.. . . . .. ... . '

52." : The administrative structure in many African f^trf* f^
iuow local, authorities to participate effectively ^^he local
in the process of overall national development. Consequently, there
is a need-to decentralize the planning machinery.

can
"better assess its needs and priorities

Recommendations

8; ^ ^
to increase its effectiveness in

urbanization

and

process.. _ ;

57. African Governments

Simultaneously with

settlements

59.

legislative revision

:^^^^
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- •- -"■'-■■■■ PART II . :■

ORGANIZATION OF'THE SEMINAR.-

60. The Seminar on Objectives and Needs .in Policies.and, Planning f°x
Urban Development in Africa was organized and .spoored by thGermanFoundation
for International Development and took place at the Seminar CentreJ£
Economic and Social development of the German Foundatxon ^^national ..

in the Seminar-.

Attendance

Tunisia; Uganda; and Zaire. :..:..:.-

ft? African cartiiipanis" nominated by Government? were drawn from the ;
JoUokS professionsr architects, 'regionalfanners, tow^pl.nner^ag.neers.
financial experts,- environmentalist,,land experts and economists.^ ■■

63. Eepresentatives from DESWOS (German Assistance -Association- for Social ". '

Housing) also participated. .....^-._.:1 .w:X

Opening^ of the Seminar . . "; \ ■

XUX £iKjVll\JUiJ.\s ai»" ,«* — — — ■ -■.. . -.■ ■ ■■■;.',■■■■ —

Development on Monday, 20 September-197°. ■ .

Election of officers -••, .

65. Participants in the Seminar elected a bureau composed Of the -follow:

representatives i. .

Chairmani the United Republic of Tanzania - ; ■-■ »

■■ -■• Vice-chairman!; , Zaire^

Rapporteur! " ' Mauritius . ...
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Adoption — —

66. A programme of work was adopted with special entasis on the following
aspects of human settlements: ■■ ■.

. _ Overview of historical and present conditions-,of African cities and
the environmental influences;. :. . . v.; . ..

- actions of ^towns' within' regional planning and methods .of defining

these functions i ..... ' ''" ■■■... /■■' .■- ■ . ;

- The integration of the physical planning, policy^ w«Klh economic ..

and 'social' development planning; ._. . - , : ....

-Interdisciplinary technics and measures for the., organization- ■ ■

and management of urban physical space 3

. The qualifications ind^functions needed of technologists engaged
in human settlements development? and ,. 0 ,-, . .

reb^ire.ents, in specific area

n*-of existing conditions and^e

67. The Seminar w^oW * **"*
groups (A. and B), »hich elected their own

TGerman Foundation according to the

this period

M;J Falade,

Problems of urbanization, in Africa .-.-■■•■-.:
-^°^ri8tiftnBf Federal Republic of Germany - ■ ■-^:

_ actions of towns within'regional planning in Kenya and methpds_
of defining- these functions ■

D-

_ Historical survey of the Markisches Cartel
K. H. Kefenbaum, Federal Republic of Uermany

_ The qualifications and functions employed

P.N. K. Turkson, Ghana
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Training requirements in specific areas for technologists

leading to improvement in existing conditions and expansion of cities

A, H,

Qualities and adequacy of existing GoverrimeTriiral'raactiiinery-ahd----

Agencies to resolve problems connected with the orderly -

expansion of cities . . ... - .

'" T. Okulo-Epak>>Uganda . . . . ■ ... ..." .' ...

A statement by the Director,..United .Nations Centre .for Housing>

■Building and Planning ■■:... ' . ;:. ■ ■ :. • '
■ ■'£•'-P. Mwaluko,■United Na.tions ■-. , j.rrr,...f. .'

Audiovisual presentation

69. Audiovisual presentations in the fprm; ;of films and siide'shows vf^re given''/
by participants from Kenya and the United Republic 'of. Tanzania and" by" a former '-:

ECA bilateral expert from the Federal Republic of Germany'.. "'.*.'.

70. In a statement delivered to the participants by .the Director,-United Nations;

Centre for Housing, Building and Planning, reference was also made 'to 'how ' : '•"•"*

African Governments could obtain, through CHBt, copies of the audiovisual- ■■'•: -'

material shown at the Vancouver Habitat Conference placed under the custody

of the Canadian Government and the University.of British Columbia.

Study Tours '■■■• .,.-■' ; v.-A'.,;, ,; ;'.*'_' :"f.

71. Study tours were ■ organized, by the German ,Foun<iat ion to Markisches- Viertel,■'■'■

a neighbourhood unit in Berlin (tfest), accommodating 50,000 people?'' to:;the--- ■'--"'

Berlin Waterworks* and to an underground railway construction'Site at ' ;- '■

Siemensstadt. " ■ . .-■■....

Adoption of recommendations and closing, ceremony v .. .

72. ■■tEe'Seminar adopted the conclusions and. recommendations appearing in . :■:'■

r¥.§iTt?X;9t this'report. In supporting their adoption, one. participant.-requested

a pledge^from those present to follow up and implement the recommendations in;:.. .

their countries. . . ■ . ....

73. Closing statements were then made by the Chairman, on'behalf of the : _

participants, by the representative of the Economic Commission 'for"'1 Africavandiby

Dr.:Gruetzner on behalf of the German Foundation for International Development..

Through the Chairman, the participants expressed their appreciation of.the

excellent, arrangements, made by the German Foundation and the.expert and generous

assistance given by the. staff., of; the Foundation. ; - : . ■ ■ ,-..... ;..-. , ■ .

74. The Chairman closed the.'meeting of the Seminar formally on, Friday, . , ; ;.'

1 October- 1976. .. ... ....' t ','.-.' "'■'' '" ■ '.: ■ . r: r, ,
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PART III

PROCEEDINGS OF THE SEMINAR

Ganeral survey of African towns prior to the nineteenth century,. - .,

relations of towns south of the Sahara with their environment

during this period ■■ .-..■-. .■-..-.

7E In introducing the ahove document which was prepared -"by- the BCA"--

HA. , . . For., a long- time, Africans, had been led to believe ^at they had no

Sahfra since the dawn ""of history until they were destroyed or abandoned by

colonial iPowars. . .. . •,

Benin and Timbuktu.. ■. _. : : ■. •

Dai)er described the ecological and socio-political factors'which*

fhfde^opaent and character, of ^^T^^Si

such as El Balcri,,Bl.Idrissi, El Gadx and ^ ^^ the
was the use of local building n^tenals ^^he spatial la out

!nceTors might'havB kd:their own waste disposal technology.
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80. Discussions, followed, in vrhr.ch the representatives- of Zaire, Uganda; ■ ■ ■ /».

Ghana ^ Kenya-and Egypt took part." All' the' speakers 'were1 unanimous in the ->■-■-!

beliefjithat more research, was necessary; on "African history.-'-' ; 'It' was recommended

that"EdA*should commission' experts''to gather historical material on-African ,
civilization. One participant suggested that special attention should be. . ' •■

devoted to Central Africa about which not much research had been undertaken.

81. It was.pointed, out, howeverVpf"'tWi'''ithe specialists to-be 'involved ■
in historical research must be careful not" \o be influenced;by-historians

from industrialized nations, whose criteria for defining the system of

management for urban life were different.

82., .It.'vas also'argued that the mistake.cf using history for history's . '

sakeyshou^d not be made and ttiat the primary objective of research into !
the history Tof civilization throughout"Africa should be to provide knowledge
about the+mode of'living'of Africans"ancestors and'the ways in-which they-
solved their problems, so that suitable solutions"could be-brought to;.such

problems whenever they occurred at present. Such'1 solutions, it was.argued, .,
might!prove to be more appropriate than some of_the modern imported technology

as applied, to problems .faced by Afri'ca ^boday.' . ' ' -■ ■;

83V- -'Finally, in. the -analysis of' the'historical evolution1 of-Africa, more , ■...
resources should be devoted to technological matters,-particularly with regard

to past technologies peculiar to Africa whether they had decayed■.orlrstill- . .-
prevailed. ■. .Analytical documents in the field of design and technology that
had prevailed in the. past in Africa yojild "provide 'a useful' reference, to. Afripaa
planners iny.their search for solutions"'to their problems. ■ ^ - ' ' - ■' - .-:-., ■

Problems of urbanization in Africa . ■ - ^ ..-......:.

84••.'- In- introducing the above document, an expgrt from the Technical
University of-Berlin stated ithat the Lope-.Vexpreds^i-.at the time of,..thQ First;>::
Development Decade that financial and.technical^support to newly independent-,.,

nationsrwould improve, the living standards" fbr'all had not materialized:./..;;.;-;.

-Instead, most.developing countries were still far from achieving balanced...and,. •

heal-thy-'growth.: - . . . ' - ' ■'■■-■■"■.-. t

85, i'1- The failure to improve human settlements had been-due to --the, thoughtless,
application of programmes and methods which had been devised under-condations •/

different than .those prevailing in African countries by foreign .experts and -.:
foreign-trained local professionals with the wrong attitudes. ■< - /: ..--...

86^'- One of the basic problems of urbanization in Africa was .tho-^uneven <;;

diS't'ribu.tion..of, wealth and unbalanced growth," and it had'be^n'-postulated, that;,
a solution to that-problem'.was-decentralization. ' Howevery "-such,decentralization

-was'still a-long way. off,. with >e' wealth of many countries', still, being drained
and consumed by the primate cities at the expense of -the rest.. ".,. .. .?■ ■ ■ -
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87» Unlike the situation in industrialized societies, the urban centres in
developing countries tended to develop quickly into places of administration

and consumption but;not-production, which implied,that they are parasitic.

Therefore-, to transfer, the. Western systems, where, the urban; centres'were -

developing -into'cqncentra-tipns" of. finance and administration, -to developing- ' ■

countries, would be' not only '.undesirable but also, dangerousy since" such^ systems

would not work;-,. _: : ■_ ■_ ;. ■ , ,_ _ _ . ..,-.... . . . ,

88 The two main problems face'd'by'African'countries were' the- population ■'
explosion and- the transformation.from a subsistence to a modern economy. Those
two factors;-^exe mainly.:responsible' for" the "problems of -urbanization in ■ - ■<

developing -countries. ,,,-.■ . . ■ - - , ■ .'.,::•-..'■-'

fin. The above problems presisted because the' authorities did not know wha^t.-io
do with them. ■ ,It..had been assumed during the First Development Decade that
planning and building,, were largely, technical matters which; could-be mastered,-if
financial ..and technical .support/were, provided-. . However, whilst some-improve

ments were:brought about, particularly; in the:. field' of low-cost *™g, -,.^ -
they were far from being the.,big. cure,;because~they did not solve ,he two ,

major;.problems mentioned above., . . . ... .

PQ '" Up'to 35 percent of" the total labour force of ^ the -towns in^developing.
oouatrios was engaged in the informal sootor,- i,e., individual or.family
enTerprTse. • Hence, the- introduction of intermediate technologies could be
o? grS help in spiving^.^he/problems bf ^nbalanced- economies, and the concomitant

problem :of- migration.. ; . ■ . . ._ . . . . . : _ - ' .

Ql :;,-'■' Many", urban settlenjents in Africa.Maintained' a rural' ^charaoter, indicating
a preferen^ for a life style, different; from con™n\lonalTTn0tlOnSor°!f^ .
Planning. Under such circumstances, ideologies such as Djamaa or African .
S»«ld be a better basis for political direction than ported polities
economic ideas and theories. - - ::;

9K--'- Plannsrs did not control. those problems of a more ideological nature,., ..
but they had,to draw'the attention of .the public to the consequences of
^l.decisions which"would affeof the immediate-and distant future. .

the .pressures .caused by ..setters in the

thus .fighting, a.lost. battle and perhaps
bilit of the kno*h

PKhriert-were thus .fighting, . ^£
of other solutions such as mobilization of the kno*-ho»-of *;*^™ o ■ .
societies, organisation .of self-^elp and" the use of local materials, eto.. ,

93. To,remedy ...the present uncontrolled developments in the ^ban areas in

planning and building were for the people.
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54* \.Representative3'>from various countries took part in the ensuing.1 discuss ions .-\;.i-

Participants elaborated on several other factors relevant to the probi.Tis of . ^

urbanization in Airicaand solution to these .problems. ■'.. .. , .... .

95. There had been no national effort after the^colonial era to change the pattern,

of urbanization so that the urban centre i.-as no longer predominantly an administrative

centre with a weak economic base but a commercial/industrial centre. Furthermore,

living conditions in rural'■ areas ■ must be improved .to curb' migration .from rural, . vf

to urban areas • ' .... . . . ....>•:..
-.■)■■■ .".-■''

96. The problems of • urbanisation should not-be seen as those belonging to «.a ■ ■; ■ ,
separate sector but' as problems which were part of.the context.of-overall economic-;

development. ' ■- ■■ ' . '*■,,■ ■'.■'■'•.

97» Another problem which many participants, stressed was that of. management.; .

the lack of dialogue among planners, economists, administrators and politicians

and1 the'''lack of integration of physical plans' with, economic plans rendered jthe . :

implementation of physical projects ■ unoaccesbfulo . ■*..•.■ - ... ' •'

9o. It was also pointed out that, whilst foreign technical assistance was necessary

in trying to solve' the problems of urbanization, expatriates should be briefed;on.

the conditions prevailing-'in African countries .so. that", when projects, ;were planned.

by' foreigners, local factors1 Mere taken into consideration. . .!^ .:; .1. • _.- ... -,

9v» Tlie' need to promote public participation was- rocognxzed*., ..One participant ,-,.

stated • that"-such ^Participation should :be sought, before a project" .starred and _nq;c- ..,,

when if was already formulated-*; as the public had..'valuable contributions; to jiiake. ..

100, Most participants, agre'ed that '^clie' informal sector .:should be encouraged, • ■

although'one speaker- expressed' the opinion that, no solid arguments- had yet been .

put forward in support of intermediate technologies. ". ■■ •■ ■..:•;/> - >;-...,-...-

Functions of, towns .within regional planning in Kenya *ahd methods' ' ' . .' ' J '

of defining these functions ... ... - , ' \ r

101• An African expert introduced the above—mentioned document by -stating, that.it

was a fact that urbanization was indispensable to the development of a modern

State. ''Any^guided'transformation of society must therefore envisage-the.planned. ,

development 6? towns and urban societies. -Indeed, townsr were' important in":that- k-.

respect in" that- they were focal points for-commercial, industrial, political:, -^ ,.

administrative, educational, health and recreational functions for both urban' and h

rural populations. , ■ . ...
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102.'Historically, there were no urban settlements in Kenya pricr. to. the colonial^
era except a few along the coast; only periodic barter-trade markets existed. I;c ..,
was during the colonial oeriod-that commercial and .administrative centres^emerged,

resulting in two overlapping spatial subsystem: one serving the needs ox the
colonial system and the-other the. needs of the.vast majority of. the Aincan , ;

populat ion. '-, ■ ■ ' " ■ -;' :-

103. Tiie^vrbanizatibn process in Kenya, had since been greatly influenced-by the. ^
accelerating rate of growth of total population, the increasing rate of migration
occasioned by the "push factors'1 of the rural areas and the "pull zaccors of .he
cities and the resultant high rate of urban growth. It. was. estimated tnaic by
the-turn of the-century the country's urban population , would have increased from .,

1 million out of a total of 13 million at present to f; million out of a total - ;
of 2£- to 30 million, which required that infrastructure be produced at a speed .

?.O times 'greater than over the last 70 years,.-, . - - ." ■ ■ . . ,

104. Realising the significance of.national mobilization of■- resources for, national
development, the Kenyan Government had instituted measures-to cope with,the problems

of urbanization. .

10*. Hot only was- 'enrchasis■laid on the.co-ordination of.planning efforts between ,
economic, social, and-:physical planners, but physical .planning had.been expanded
considerably to include regional planning which had. defined-strategies- for planned .

urban growth in the country.- The.work, of .the physical, planninfidepartment-had _
underscored the inevitability, of-urban growth* by;-establishing, the limited, carrying
capacity -of agricultural:land.- It .had also; clearly:, brought .out che dangers 01, ._.

overconcentration of development in-the two main towns, of . Nairobi, and ifflsibasa •
as well as regional disparities in service provision in the country. Consequent!/,

the t-o strategies for urbanization had been evolved. .Firstly, it .was proposed
to develoo-a hierarchy ofi-service centres to serve urban and rural populations..,. ■
Secondly, in order to spread-the-benefits, of development -equitably., a ..nu-njaer .0*

selected towns would be given priority in the provision of infrastructural
facilities to stimulate commercial and industrial activity in. Those towns m_order
to relieve pressure on ■" the-main towns -of- Nairobi and' Mombasa'.-- '-That .policy.-or-.- ...
stimulation" of growth- centres was , however, not inflexible.--^ural industries ...-■.,

based on local raw'materials could be located in other suitably, determined areas.,

depending or. the type of industry, " ;.. ■■ " •■.,.' * ■' . ...

10V'In.'conclusion, there, were two alternative policy : lines: either, reducing ,_...
urbanisation oroblenis by-holding people-.on .the land,..prompt ing a sew;_growch, centres
to complement the primate city and reducing regional-in,come.and service disparities

by building a..network- of'.service centres or allowing urbanisation to tai;e xva awn .

course. Kenya- had chosen the first policy line. '".;...

107. In discussions that followed representatives of several countries, drew
upon the experience of their own countries to contribute to the debate.
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103. Moprt participants agreed that pn;/;sical:.planning should not be, separated,
from socio-economic planning',' since there"*were' strong" linkages b'eiween.;.the^^ ;v. ^ __
trfo aspects of planning. Physical plans could not be implemented unles's'they
satisfied^.conomic-and financial criteria,. , The need .to integrate .physical planning
with-socip^conprnic "and financial planning implied that there'was a" nee^/for ■■- ^■[■~
c6-ordinati9n.'':betyeen planners, ecbriomists,' financial authorities, administrators,--
and politicians:.";. Ho^vef^ae most; participants/ppinfed otft', co^ordinatrpn .--■ -

a4no^;ail[.these""authorities\w to'-'ach'ie.Ve v. "'" " '.. '^ .'„-,..'.;"'

109* Drawing ; from the experience'of his country, 'one participant ■postulated, /;^; "
that planners could seek recognition by'other's hot merely by requesting-'others to

recognize the -importance of.their work but .by actually producing plans to _
show how re^vant^heir.work^as in*the over-al^prpcess" of socio-economic and ^ • ■■

physical planning. ... . . ■. ;y,ri; .; - .;.•.- .• - -:, ..■:;.

-.UO, It was'also .suggested .that the. cbn'ceptybf cbmprehensi:^e;;r^sou?ce ;; ■' - : ,
developmentShould .be "deyeloped. ■ Suolf a concept, it was_ argued, woulu' allow
all those.concerned, including, physical- planners" and economists;,;,^participate in ■

establishing ways" of making optimum use.. 6t ..limited res'ources in the process _
of planning and programming'. At the local "level co-ordination could be- more
successful through the-promotion of the new concept of ^corporate..planning, _ ,
whereby objectives., were'.set/up and .all responsible, departments co-ordinated" ._.,.„.;

in an-.attempt-to meet, those objectives.,..^ . . . . .... ■

&U-.The problems of Implementation. wersTof much Concern .;to>ost participantsy;;'
Whilst there was a dearth * of ''policies," such policies were rarely materialized, :
and it was su^.ested that more attention should be devoted to the implementation

aspects:,pf planning... ■ .. : ■ ■ -. . ; ,.:^.'i ■. ' .- .. '.X

Tie, Urbanization, problems needed a change in approach oh the^^art bf;planners.-; ' _
Urbanization's g-oing ,to .ocpur, whatever steps, were..taken to" the G™^*?7' 5..-,-,
Consequently;, planners, should, plan for urbanization rather than just-planning .._ ^

urban-deyelppment:. -, ;- ; - . ■ . -. ■ . . ' ' •. . ■■ .< :. - -.;■■ c-i\ v

lli^Vthei^anning'' process public, participation should ;be jncluded;. ^
many participants spbke of the difficulties of finding ways of promoting
public participation. Among the problems mentioned was the secrecy which
surrounded." -various .public authorities-and the ensuing .difficulties

.publicparticipation .under such circumstance^. ^bl

114. Above all, it must not be forgotten that the primary objective in;placing
should be to improve the quality of life 01 the population. One Participant
explained ho, that v,as achieved by aiming at creating full^Wf^f^^
ensuring its geographical distribution to avoid mass migration, creating bousing
estates and improving infrastructure in both urban and rural areas so as to avoid
population concentration in certain areas and stagnation or regression in others.
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The impact' of "integrated' housing policies on-urban planning

and development; -" ' ■ ■':■:■ . ;■ . ■ t _ . ..

Housing policies had not succeeded in, bridging the-gap between "demand ancT supply;

Slum clearance programmes had failed because they had helped'to deplet'e" the" existing1"'

housing stock• i Public sector housing had not been devoted to the low-income groups

because-,: the latter could "not "afford the economic rent. . ,L " ' : ■ pi'"! j' "''

llo. During the iS'SOs .and l-S7Os.j'housing policies, in African countries had been'mainly
geared to self-help housing and site-and-service« The site^and-s'ervice 'schemes,

because of their relatively large size, had given rise to considerable problems,

most fellers in such settlements were tenants who had to pay a higher

upgrading .of the settlements "which' they' could not afford,' thus i^avinr--

(planned but not implemented),, transfer.of plots by" low-income :groups to: higher-income

groups fostering speculation and concentration in'the" hands of a' ieii landlords;-'"* ;t" ;

117 • Similarly,. squatter improvement programmes had been hampered by serious planning,:

organizational, and administrative deficiencies. Furthermore, the' fact that only' '

20 to 30 per cent of households in squatter settlements' were' house-owners implied that

rent after the.

the' settlement1 '■

for poorer accommodation elseqhere.

Housing policies should not be conceived per se, but integrated into the overfall

Anong

demand ■' -:■

economic

resources; adequate provision of building land; inadequacy ox existing housing agencies

to promote self-help housing, technical, organizational and administrative services '

of the. formal sector, institutions; alienation.o:: building plots and speculation; early

selection of project, participants';' arid continual co-ordination of all-public ' ■ ■' *'1-*'"w

institutions concernedo. \: . '' '' ' ■ '• -■■■■. .: ■

IIS- Some 40 to 70 per cent of urban households' in most African countries could '-"'■

construct or improve, their' homes by "means of'self-help. ; Ifith access to land, ■ ■". ", '. .■

services arid.i'unds, and "iith'teclinical and organizational assistance, -the majority-. ' .

could afford shelters better .'than their present ones. However 5■ rather -than ' : ■■_,.- : . ■
planning and programming large^scale^'prpjects, self-help housing-should be developed^-'

gradually, through small demonstration projects which must be planned' and programmed,, ■.
in selfradftinistering groups rather than individually.
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tmv The self-help programmes, like other housing policies ^.programmes.

of ported building regulations; and local production of

121. ",. Ke expert 'concluded by stating that" an effective .se.lf-help^ousing . ; - ^
could' not take place on an individual -basis. Collective :

orginized financing: : Housing co-operatives

and -training; Of these: groups. ■ .■ <■ ■

122. In the discussions that followed, one basic

m
house where the. :

maintained.. ".

inherent in the African

only at the expense of other sectors of development

for housing for the low income groups.

=

most

various governmental agencies involved.

emerged was the , ,;;

■«
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Application of the critical-path method in town planning

l?7 Introducing his document, -an expert from tho Federal Republic of -Germany ,£ ; {;
3xpianiSdr?ha?'u?liko *he traditional - bar chart,the. critical,path, me hod had ; ,>■
the main:advantage,of permitting.a clear presentation.of activities and their ;

mutual dependencies und interrelationships. . ;. . . ' ■:. ■-.

128. ■' Network planning systems could be- derived through the use .of arrowed!agrams^
or node digrams. Both, type, of diagrammatic representation indicated th« ^ration
and description of an activity and its relationship to others^J^?°^a^: ■
had the advantage over -fas. arrow .diagrams of-being more easily m™1^Ia^c.. ■
durations of the various-activities were measured in time-units.By oalqulatin,
forward and baolcwards, it became possible to estimate starting ^"fo^f. f"ntire~
latest permissible times'for individual activities and the duration of the entire.
Project Following those, calculations, the critical path, i .e. the science of :
ac ^t eswhich determined the;shortest time in^which ^,f°^^°^t^al ^ ^
completed, could be determined. Any slippage of an activity, on the. critical .. ^
path automatically altered the. duration of the project. ■ ... . .

,,0 Tf the network was used for time scheduling, alone, manual means were : : .
«u?ficient to manipulate up to 200 activities, although electronic, data .processing
wafn^Ssal ifmore acti'vi.ties were to be analysed or if capacity scheduling, ••
optimaliStion, cost scheduling and.financial planning were.envisaged. . ... .,,.,

130. Th^ management process'retired to' ostablisb^he network was an important,

mmmmi^msmmmmits activity by. its dead-line might jeopardize the whole

durations and costs. .

. Since 1965, the method had

and complicated road junctions

of an underground and motorway.
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that since the method enabled specific projects to -boueatftiwd- out in a-more
«™tamatic way, it indirectly.-contributed to. town planning by promoting the
Sesi of projects which We part of pla^in, recommendations. ,

1VS The'method »as considered by some participants to-be too spphisticated

Hks'« s^ss/::n;"^s»=,s. =

5^their own' techniques which- oould be appliod.,even; when, tho resourpes. were

projeVt'^ and the length of duration, of projects. .

*6rl the intcrlinkages- among their- respc

'Hras one of the many: which^'were being developed to promote^;.,

E«orts^^r^i^^^ ^^
^L; of ma^or projects in

countries. ' ■ - ■ -. . . . -

":.. ■:■!'-"! .■ ■ . . . . ■ ; ■ • _ _ .,

Historic'al :survey 'of - the Martfisches- Viertei . . . ; j ;

ua,

dwellings for a population of 50,000. The^r j iT)0Paiea in detail the?-
had been developed in phases until 1973- ^ experi,
process leading to the implementation of the project.

any ensuing problems
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142. biilike -the Hansa Viertel, which had "been designed by several

internationally renowned architects,,in an incoherent.way, the Markisches Viertel

had been planned on. the-bas.is: of *.a-; comprehensive planning concept-^'formulated . ... . >

"by two-'consultants,.,following whici>_;:20 architects had; planned various sectors of the.

area within the^ifr#mew©r.kv of..the. ?wyr£henQye['cpnp&ji.',. ' ': '• ;■ : -" : ■■■'■ '■■■ ■■■-

!4-3» The project, intended' as a political prestige symbol to be se:en :- ... •.
from the German Democratic Republic, was to be" developed rapidly so as to -j,c: ■....

accommodate :40,.000 people and :.was to be self-sufficient in services (commercial,

educational, -etc..) . ;-, ... , ■ ;, " ' ':

14^, A private, non-profit company,* the GeSoBau'y had been -formed in.i96l.to

carry out the development,! with administrative" and-financial' support'from the ;_
public authorities. In 196I the 'GeSoBau had started JuTchaBing^ land for.the. .

development. The GeSoBau did. not.have to resort to expropriation, although the

Senat could do this on its rbehalf,., since, the project;,'biing non-profit public. .

housing-was in? the public interest. . ^". \ " '' -" ■ " ' "J -\

i4^^ll':'l'h Berlin there1 was a' two-tier"syste;ni for planning procedures,^with.1-the.- ■.■;.,.:.;

planning DepartmentLpf the Senat ..of Berlin responsible for the strategy plan
which---had;no Jegal; "status.but which established broad general objectives . . ,--.■ -

regarding/land- usV, zoning. ...'The local authority was' responsible.;for preparing . .

a detailed plan, using the guidelines setoutin the -broad strategy plan-for .;
its particular area. Representations by the public were possible once tne ipi^n na

been formulated and, published, and the Senat might have the plan modified if it
deemed fit. ■.-;;0nce approved, the plan became statutory. .-■: - ■ \ _: .:-..,

145« Although .'publi.c housingwas^entrus'ted- to private -non-profit .making companies,

the Senat Department for Housing and Building supervised.-:all the companies. The ;

public .housing programmes were established through a co-ordinator who, in the
case of .Markisches.Viertel.., was the director-- in; the Senat.-Department for Housing ^

and Buildingj who v;as ^helped by a substantial 'staff. ■ . ... . - ; ...■

147, The plan originally conceived for the Markisches. Viertel kept .suffering.. ' ''I
changes during implementation. The changes were necessary in the light of. .,; r .

new information inputs, e.g. the lack of demand for detached housing; change in

school population forecasts; the decisio^.:to^e.rA^ :.
14,000 as originally..planned} and the demand for senior citizens*' "centre"?;-'-" "

ljr$;v~-\!,£t w$s felt, neces.sary to build a 1:500 model so as.to help ,the arcKit'ec^s "
to cVordinate-efforts in'promoting harmonious-development .and ;to stimulate', interest

among members-of the. public; ' • -"■ • '- - . ... -.
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spaceI45..'., By December 1966 it was decided that the planning of the free,

btiween buildings should b6 left not' to-the diffe>ent'architectsv-but-rather: ... ■ ,-■.■■.!-.

to one agency "grouping' landscape architects" and'ecologists, who would.be responsible--: ,-

also for planning the recreational spaces, including the sports ground, ..;>: r.\.

150-. The e.stabiishment'of :the'c6n^:ercial centre'was entrusted to one . private . . ;\,

company, *.*'*"'' ,"K~" ' ">J,'' *. " "' ''.''"' --':■■■-■,..:■-.. ■ . ..,"■. . ;. ■♦ . .;..■■■

151» The builders used prefabricated materials* -which .were-cast. in: a: concrete .r;--^

plant established in the locality. The use of prefabricated materials imposed

se.veral' constraints 'on design* arid di'd not"'prove cheaper than traditional methods

of" construction. '"''"'' ■ ' ' :*' - ';: ; ■""' : ' ■-' ■"••■' • ... v: u,.:.-: ..■ ... -,"..:". :.•..■

152. All the dwelling units erected in Markisches Viertel -weTO for;rerit orily; and

there was no.system of hire-purchase. - . > .:

Two industrial, zones.for.light industries were established in the north-east

and north-west, of-the area;_.respectively;.xtq "provide., employment! although people'
still proferrod to commuto to other areas for' jobs." ' '•■'"- ' ■ •■*-■■ ■

154.. It had been shown that in the''Federal'Republic of Germany ;high-j.ise

buildings (i_.e greater than nine floors) had a lower rate of economic efficiency

than low^rise dwellings. '• 'High-rise- dwellings-were favoured- in:-the, 199^. ..because--,_
of (a) the..neVd. to build at high denBity'and*^).-the--political trends ^towards . ... /

prestige projects, ' - - - -■ - ■■ ■ -'-' '*■'•■ -. ' '■ .."-.—-,.:. :. .-

I55.. There was no evidence to show that dwellers of high-rise flats suffered

adverse, medical,V V^choiogical!i';arid'.sbcial effects...-t However-, children who , ._.,..

played" :c6rist'a:ritly indobrs might :'fina 'the possibilities /to develop.,.their..personalities

impaired".' '"*..'.'."' ' ""' ' :* ■*' ''''■■■ ■ - " s---- - 1 ■ -'■•'■:■

2.$S>* As regards the process of identification by newcomers in'a newly
developed area, the people had proved to'-"be .passive originally, .but showed more ^ ..

awareness" bf environmental--problems -in the-.r.e.cent past..; . In the. T-larkisches Viertel ;l
there "wa's;: more "constant dialogue between-'adrainijstration .and groups of/inhabitant's], f_"

' - - . \ " ' * ' f, t ' f L - "

JpT, Although no conclusions or recommendations were' reached "on the -project, :'t ;\-;1

participants expressed their appreciation for the valuable lessons learnt from the.;;?

caBe study. *■' ■ ■ • ■ . ' ""■ - ■■■•-'■:. . ■ .. -,...., r -,•»

needed of.

employed in the orderly expansion of African citiesand towns

I58, "Introducing his'dbcument, an African expert stated thaJ it'was necessary to--
analyse the problems that one had to face before deciding how"to"train technologists

who had to face those problems.

y

who had to face those problems.
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159. The process of creating towns and regions-was based .on, the. consideration... ..
given to the-:.ph3.nomenon. of-urbanization and'urban growth. . .Three main .e.lements-;-
o* urbanization, i.e. the demographic,.social,, and economic.aspects>should be _ .

160. The' increase in population growth.during the twentieth century, was ....
the most important factor distinguishing present from past urbanization- ae ; .
new type of urbanization was qualitatively different from that in the past and
required different'policy'responses. .: . ■; :. -. ■ '■ -t ■ ■ , -■ . ■ , rn;

161. -is -the urban^population .acquired urban ways' of 'life.; four'social;desires^;
became felt, each requiring its own spatial expression and spatial consequences^

,- - the desire for^emotional response, with the neighbourhood

as the spatial expression; ' " ..'."" ... "... .'.^A

- the desire for social security, fulfilled in the 'dVelling house?

"-'the desirVfor social,recognition, 'fulfilled''among"friends and
at worki "spatially"" mani^^by forms of-natural; ecological, a:

- the desire for new experience which accounted for the growing"
spatial-mobility of the urban populations : ■ .-; ....

162.' Planning'1 sought to regulate the ■.aotivities,.of.._individuals

so as to minimise the bad effects arising, from,actions- .^aken-in

interests, and to promote better performance of the physical
in accordance with a set of broad economic and social aims and

Th9 'nf^pressef^^^
TIiq urban plan provided for all J.ano. 1.

procesrin'such a way that harmonious composition and

of the most_ important land. use. components was housing- " The

their lot1.

inflexible laws.-
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167.. Basic changes had.evolved in both the philosophy and the practices concerned.?'j

with urban development to face up to the basic problems of population, space and

resources, .'■"'.

1(50. There was increased emphasis on "social justice" as a component of

development... . -.. T.

lc£« There,was. a.need to co-ordinate economic and physical planning from the -

beginning in! order to translate the development policies into, a-comprehensive plan

for action. : . ' . "'.»■*

170, The need for a physical planning service occured separately at the national,-

regional and local levels, which were interdependent and forncd a complementary ^

part of the whole physical planning process. ■ £ ■ '

171. In many.countries lbcai authorities relief on the central Government for
physical"planning.. Local authorities should progressively develp their responsibility

in local planning, which implied training sufficient planners. ' . ■

17?..:, Activities in. local physical planning would cover surveying (including
land surveying),, research and programming, physical planning1and implementations '■

173- Since those activities demanded varying skills, different-types of training

were required, namely, . ■ ' ;; . . : >:■■■
■-..■■..: ' ' .. . . . - ■-■- ~ ::■.! .■••.-.. ■r.-^Qs:: ■

(a) training of local physical planning surveyors, who must pursue'

courses of professional studies; ' " •■.-.. . . .:

(b) -training of high-level physical planners,, who were needed to analyse „>=';'

. L'.-.the'"data collected, and to conduct research into and studies on

. " " 1 . special problems; ■ ■ ... ....

(c) training ,at' the postgraduate level for architects;' engineers, town ' " ■

planners, geographers," economists, sociologists, -agriculturists, ■ ■-' ■-

and land s urveyors; .-■■.'.

(d) training of -technical staff at the intermediate level; such staff

should have a solid, practical knowledge, of how to read and interpret. -—

technical designs, and be able to help the. professionals in the / . ' .

surveying, physical planning and implementation aspects of local ,. .-'\\ '■;'

f... ..physical planning, activities.

»■»

Training recpiirements in specific areas for technologists leading to ■ ' ":".i

in-jrovements' in e;:istinr, conditions arid expansion of cities . ' ' " '■

X7k*> A representative of ECA said that the purpose of the paper was to state ....

briefly the problem of slum and sc-uatter settlements in their various forms, to

identify areas of weakness in terms of government institutional frameuorks,

mental attitudes of decision makers and to suggest remedial measures and

training programmes which would enable Governments to cope realistically

with human settlements problems especially for the poor majority.
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--..The r9ot cause,,.of . the squatter. .problem; wasj;, said to be population growth1 .

population moy.emeni. from the rural to'Wban" areas\ especially since" independency.
Statistics showed that'slum and squatter dwellers in Africa constituted'from '

one third to one half of the total urban population with the percentage reaching-

in some cases 90 per cent, . ■. ....... . .

7^» Attempts of Governments to cope with the problem in the traditional manner

of providing turnkey: housing .units were shown to be ineffective while the necessity

to rely onr-sites-and services in conjunction with" co-operative and self-help

methods were emphasized" A self-reliant search for solutions to' problems was ■ ■
stressed and the pioneering experiment in the field of the Egyptian architect,
Hassan-.Fathij was recalled^as an. excellent example. -...,. ,

■ "r.c-.':: ■.. ...1; -'■"'■■ . ■■:<:'• ' : ■■•<■..'' :::K-j '■'... ■ ■ ■ ■> ■ , ■: ■■ ■■
17T* The advocated concept of sites and.services was likely, to succeed .

only if some preconditions v/ere met. They included a change in attitude on'the
part of development, planners,who should be able to see investment _ in housing not

merely^ as ^social expenditure" but .as ."economic11 investment'in its*own/fight. '' rt .
Individual architects, physical'planners and administrators were.also required ' ;
to change their attitudes, particularly in their outlook towards low-income

groups and -their;.housing -requirements.; Space and design standards,^for. example, ,

should ,be<a reflection:of ,-the. economic," social, political? and cultural realities;

of the people which must grow from the problem at hand, ' They'should" not be
imported1 and-imposed, upon people from above.. . To achieve that objective, the _ . .

reorientation of already qualified personnel and the training of new_ cadres, '
particularly at the eubprofessional level; would ho essential.' ^Training could

be effected through aexual projects, and programmes .in.the country concerned. Ways

and means should also be found for training on the regional, level in 'Africa.

i?8P ^Acceptance of the sites and' services approach would- have implications'■■;

on the educational-systems, the planning and-layout of tovms,r housihg-'standards,

financial systems, the building materials industry and the ^onstruction.-industry.

Specific :'research;cuid■ development .was. clearly needed which should, include

organizational 'and ..planning systems ^as. well as sociological,( legal, financial-

and administration aspects, , . . ;

179« The African expert who introduced the document emphasized the fact that
despit.ethe complexity" pf.rthe. themet its major objective was to ensure tthe
orderly expansion of citi;eV ahd""tbwhs. ■-'■■One'- therefore".h?Kd;to-'look at-the questions-.-
of qualities, capacity, mkVhinVry and agencies" a:s weir a"s" many- other- factors- such as-
economic and technological requirements as the basic imputs for achieving that

goal.... ' .■■■-.■ -.:- ."..'' 'l' "* ■ ■ '■ ' ■ '
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180, Nevertheless the ultimate meaBure of the quality and capacity of the

and one that depended on the ways-and-means situation.

181. It was further emphasized that the criteria or requirements for
inevitable expansion of cities and towns must be based on -tional and
indicators rather than on political expediencies; but when the latter
obtaine'then the f^rner bases must be used for the purposes of future evaluation
and assessment of the trends and the logistics of performance.

182. The objectives of the machinery and agencies' requirements must be
clearly defined and the characteristics which relate to orderly expansion of

resources in that field.

183. m order to determine the level and quantum of adequaoieB and capacity
of government machinery and agenciea to ensure the orderly expan£££ «*£"

fsgmm
level or at the national and local/urban levels only




